
ow else would I describe Nadine except to say that she is 

family? She may have arrived at 

our home as an Au Pair, but it 

wasn’t long before she became a 

loving member of our family. It has truly 

been a privilege to have Nadine spend the 

last 18 months with us.  She has embraced 

the spirit of being an Au Pair and has 

completely immersed herself into American 

culture. She is the master of our crazy 

daily routine and one of the only constants in our hectic lifestyle. We 

believe she is the perfect candidate for this year's Au Pair of the Year 

award. 

 

First and foremost, Nadine loves our children 

as her own little sisters. She takes great 

pride in being their teacher as well. As 

Lilianna (8 years old) would say, “Nadine 

doesn’t yell at us when we make mistakes. 

She corrects us in a firm voice, so she is 

really nice.” She doesn’t just 

make sure that the children 

are clean and well fed, she is 

an all-around great caretaker. She has taught our 

girls responsibility and the importance of being 

punctual.  Nadine takes the time to make up special 

games, sings with them, does crafts with them and 

reads with them. She is always trying new hairstyles 

for our girls, hence, she has earned the title of “The 

Hair Wizard” in our house. It’s amazing how she can do a full braid on 

the moving head of a 4-year-old (Elizabeth)! 

Not to mention she is always inspiring the 

kids to be imaginative. Last year’s science 

fair, she helped our then 2nd grader turn her 

simple vinegar/baking soda experiment into 

Harry Potter’s potion. It was one of the most 

popular displays at the science fair!  

Elizabeth was diagnosed with sensory 

processing disorder. Nadine is always patient 

and finds ways to help calm her down when 
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Elizabeth gets overwhelmed. Taking her to occupational therapy twice a 

week has helped Elizabeth improve tremendously. Nadine is a consistent 

contributor to our family functions (and we have A LOT of them). 

Whether it’s making a special dish or helping with preparation and 

designing decorations, she consistently goes above and beyond her duty 

and our expectations.  

Outside of our family, Nadine has taken 

on volunteering opportunities in her cluster.  

She worked at the NYC Marathon and 

promoted APIA at a local Christmas 

celebration. Nadine is an avid traveler as 

well.  Her travel log is one to be envied by 

many. She’s had adventures to New 

Orleans, Washington DC, Boston, 

Philadelphia, and Niagara Falls just to name a few. She also traveled 

with us on family trips to the Outer Banks, The Poconos, and Great 

Wolf Lodge in Massachusetts.  Nadine never shies away from trying 

new food or new experiences.  Going to Medieval Times and eating with 

our hands, Dim Sum in Flushing, Korean barbeque, New York pizza, real 

Japanese ramen, Hibachi, Chinese hot pot, lobster rolls, and 

Mediterranean cuisine just to name a few food experiences we shared 

with Nadine. We went to see the Yankees, the Islanders, and the 

Villanova Wildcats. She was happy to 

cheer for our teams and even experienced 

tailgating with us. On the weekends, you 

can reliably find Nadine at our local 

AMC (thank you AMC Pass) enjoying 

one of America’s favorite entertainment 

options. 

Nadine has 

grown fond 

of the 

nautical life on 

Long Island as well. Whether it is fishing on 

a chartered boat, hanging out with our 

neighbors on the beach, or a Halloween 

party on a harbor cruise, Nadine really 

enjoys her time connecting with people and 

nature. Nadine also took advantage of our proximity to NYC. Aside 

from the usual tourist attractions and Broadway shows, she has gone to 

a live taping of Trevor Noah.  For her 21st birthday, she had the chance 



to visit several rooftop bars in NYC to celebrate. We are happy to see all 

the fantastic memories she has made to take home in such a short time. 

Though she won’t be able to bring home Spotify, Amazon or 

subscription beauty boxes of which she will miss for sure. 

Aside from family life and all the fun time she has enjoyed here, she 

hasn’t put off her life passed being an Au Pair. She is completing her 

diploma in design through an online university in her free time. With 

her interests in photography, she has started to build her portfolio. We 

were happy to be her subjects and she gifted 

us with beautiful family portraits this year. 

It was one of the most meaningful 

memories we cherish.  Nadine has put her 

designs to work in so many aspects of our 

daily lives. Whether it is designing wedding 

invitations for her sister’s wedding, a DJ 

and bartender poster for our annual Pig 

Roast, or decorating our playroom with new 

art, Nadine has filled her surroundings 

with creativity. I have no doubt Nadine will 

do great in whatever career choice she 

makes. 

Well-rounded experience is gained by being 

engaged with people from vastly diverse 

backgrounds. Nadine is an excellent 

example of how to live life to its fullest, not 

in words but in action. As a family, we have something special. We all 

have crazy schedules and weekdays are always hectic. However, we have 

so many priceless memories we shared together. We are a family by 

choice, not by blood which makes our bond that much stronger because 

we simply cannot take each other for granted. Our relationships are 

bound by mutual understanding, respect, and love. At the end of the day, 

we always know that we have each other's back. Nadine is indispensable 

in every aspects of our lives.   

We believe that Nadine is very deserving of this award because she 

exemplifies her dedication to being an outstanding Au Pair and an 

incredible role model.  Thank you for reading this letter of nomination 

on behalf of Nadine. I hope you will support her candidacy and award 

her the 2019 Au Pair of the Year. 

 

 


